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his balance. He resigned his post, after overwhelming the
King with reproaches for consenting to the treaty.
It soon became evident that the war had aroused the
national spirit in the Duchies and Romagna so high that the
inhabitants would never accept the old absolutist regimes
again ; and Napoleon feared that if Austria restored them by
force, she would regain her old paramountcy in Italy, and her
prestige in Europe would stand higher than ever. From his
point of view it would be the lesser of two evils to allow Victor
Emmanuel to annex the states in question. He had hitherto
been unable to claim Savoy and Nice, inasmuch as he had not
fulfilled his undertaking to " free Italy to the Adriatic " ; but
he could now demand them in return for supporting Victor
Emmanuel in annexing the Duchies and Romagna. So he
came to an understanding to this effect with Cavour by the
treaty of turin (March 1860).
Savoy and Nice were more French than Italian in speech and
civilisation, and a plebiscite showed that the inhabitants were
quite willing to make the change; but the transaction aroused
bitter indignation among Italian patriots. All feelings of
gratitude to Napoleon for his services the previous year were
obliterated; and Garibaldi never forgave Cavour for bartering
away his birthplace.
§ 134. garibaldi and " the thousand."—This second act
of the great drama had hardly ended when the curtain went up
on the third. Garibaldi wanted to'lead his redshirts to attack
Rome; but Cavour realised that Napoleon III would not—
could not—allow the Italian national movement which he had
fomented to result in a second expulsion of Pius IX. So the
great guerrilla leader was with some difficulty persuaded to
turn his attention elsewhere. King " Bomba's " successor in
Naples, Francis II, carried on the tradition of stupid oppression
so thoroughly that in April 1860 his Sicilian subjects rose in
rebellion and entreated Garibaldi to come to help them.
Cavour and his master could not openly support the enterprise,

